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Welcome to the Dyslexia and

LiteracyNetwork's



Gift ideas for the Dyslexic in your life! 

"The Dyslexia pqbd jewelry line was designed to create a way for the dyslexia
symbol to show support and start conversations, but also to raise funding for
dyslexia organizations. Available in sterling,14k over sterling, and solid 14k,
styles come in an organza gift bag with an eye-catching information card that
explains the significance of the dyslexia symbol."

pqbd Jewelry

 

Order Here

https://www.pqbd.org/


Decodable Chapter Books

Order Here 

DECODABLE CHAPTER BOOKS Big-kid chapter books with decodable words
100+ pages varying from 4000-9000 words

Well developed plots &characters; interesting story lines - ideal for curriculum indepentant
reading

Supplementary comprehension workbooks
Great for fluencycomprehension & reading confidence

Grade 2 reading level, ages 8-15
Best value is the book set

Word list is included in the sample collection —>and in the books. a subheading

https://www.simplewordsbooks.com/


Coffee for a Cause 

This Exclusive Blend Supports Children with
Dyslexia. Full-bodied, yet smooth with hints of dark
chocolate and roasted nuts. These subtle notes are
just the beginning to this beautiful, very full-flavored
blend of South American coffees, grown in regions
of the Andes Mountains. Dark roasted, yet smooth
and flavorful. This coffee is symbolic of the Inca
Empire, whose people devised unconventional
ways to achieve success and thrive, despite lacking
many of the tools associated with civilization during
that time period. Throughout 2019, $5 from Every
Pound of Coffee we sell goes to funding Teacher
Training in explicit Multi-Sensory Literacy
Instruction & Early Literacy Programs . We are
continuing to support Children with Dyslexia by
working with partnering schools to provide specific
training so more teachers & support staff can help
children with dyslexia to re ad. In 2018, together we
were able to provide 65 Children with Dyslexia
Audio-Book access to support this proper
classroom reading accommodation and we thank
you!

Order Here 

https://www.italiancoffeehouse.com/store/c1/Featured_Products.html


Click here to check out the 30% off Black Friday
bundle! 

DYSLEXIC LEGENDS ALPHABET BOOK

Use the code DLN15 for 15% off Dyslexic Legends
or 

Order Here 

https://alphabetlegends.com/products/inspirational-bundle
https://alphabetlegends.com/collections/alphabet-books/products/dyslexic-legends-alphabet-book


Grammarly App
Great app for wriiting!  Free version  or paid

premium for more help to impoving your writing! 

Additude Magazine 
Inside the ADHD mind

Dyslexic Advantage Newsletter  
The mission of Dyslexic Advantage is to promote

the positive identity, community, and achievement
of dyslexic people by focusing on their strengths.

Pocket App
Save content from everywhere. Save articles, videos and stories from any
publication, page or app. Curate your own space filled with everything you

can’t wait to learn.  Has a read aloud feature! 

Click each logo to learn more! 

https://www.grammarly.com/
https://www.grammarly.com/
https://www.additudemag.com/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/
https://www.additudemag.com/
https://getpocket.com/

